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1: Asian Space Race Is Heating Up
The Japanese and Indian Space Programmes: Two Roads into Space [Brian Harvey] on www.enganchecubano.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The development of the space industry in the Asian and Pacific Rim region
provides the context for this book.

December 7, The module will fly a 2-year mission for docking tests. This increasing competitiveness is
fueling regional tensions, and without greater cooperation among Asian space nations, there is a risk for future
confrontations and the further militarization of space, said James Clay Moltz, an associate professor in the
department of national security affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, Calif. China in space In
, China reached a critical milestone when it launched its first manned spacecraft, Shenzhou 5 , on a The
achievement made China only the third country, after Russia and the United States, to independently launch a
human into space. It was also a wake-up call for other Asian spacefaring nations. Japan is a member of the
International Space Station, and has completed 15 manned missions since , all aboard American and Russian
vehicles. India also recently announced its goal of launching its own astronauts into space by , Moltz said.
Furthermore, China, Japan and India have all conducted independent robotic moon missions to study and map
the lunar surface. Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam and Taiwan are also in the midst of expanding their
space capabilities, Moltz added. First Man in Space ] But Asian countries have been less willing to work
together to achieve their objectives, which is raising concern among policy experts. Unlike the European
Space Agency ESA , which was established in and consists of 18 member states, Asian space nations have
tended to conduct their space activities independently. If the current Asian space race turns more into a
military space competition, I see great instability. But, these organizations largely serve the competing
interests of the host nations either China or Japan and are less geared toward regional cooperation than their
names would suggest, Moltz said. India Space Research Organization Competitors versus partners Still, the
space competitiveness seen in Asia is certainly not a new paradigm. Beginning in the s and lasting into the
early s, the United States and the former Soviet Union were the major players in the definitive space race.
These Cold War rivals were fierce competitors as they pushed to be the first to achieve various milestones in
space exploration, with the pinnacle achievement being the U. In the s, as the space race began to subside, the
two countries fostered a mutual environment of cooperation and partnership in space, culminating in their
partnership on the assembly of the International Space Station. A similar scenario could play out among Asian
space nations as well, Samson said. A lot of these countries are new at it, and it could be a bunch of
independent actors now, but 15 or 20 years down the road, maybe things will solidify more into cooperative
agreements. By pursuing competing national agendas, these countries are not only strengthening regional
tensions, they are also fostering scientific duplication rather than sharing costs and pooling resources. The
white orbit represents the International Space Station. As a response, countries like India and Japan have
increased their military space activities. I think it would have to get to the point where the space program
moves away from purely national development and then you might see ASAT weapons, but militarization of
the space program would be the first step. The catalyst for such cooperation will likely have to come from
China, since it is the dominant player in the field, Samson added.
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2: India launches record satellites as Asia's space race heats up - CNN
The development of the space industry in the Asian and Pacific Rim region provides the context for this book. The two
major countries hoping for leadership in the area (apart from China) are Japan.

Of the ten countries that have independently successfully launched a satellite into orbit , six are Asian: China
is also still predicting manned mission to the Earth moon by and to Mars by While the achievements of space
programs run by the main Asian space players China, India, and Japan pale in comparison to the milestones
set by the former Soviet Union and the United States, some experts believe Asia may soon lead the world in
space exploration. At the same time, the existence of a space race in Asia is still debated due to the
non-concurrence of space milestone events like there was for the United States and the Soviet Union. Japan
for example was the first power on Earth to get a sample return mission from an asteroid. China, for example,
denies that there is an Asian space race. The spacecraft completed its journey on 24 September when it entered
its intended orbit around Mars, making India the first Asian country to successfully place a Mars orbiter and
the only country in history to do so in the first attempt. In addition to increasing national pride, countries are
commercially motivated to operate in space. Commercial satellites are launched for communications, weather
forecasting, and atmospheric research. Chinese space program China has a space program with an independent
human spaceflight capability. It has developed a sizable family of successful Long March rockets. In , China
embarked on a program to establish a manned space station , starting with the launch of Tiangong 1 and
followed by Tiangong 2 in China attempted to send a Mars orbiter Yinghuo-1 in on a joint mission with
Russia, which failed to leave Earth orbit. Nevertheless, the Chinese Mars Mission with an orbiter, a lander and
a rover has been approved by the government and is aiming a launch date in the year Early Chinese satellites,
such as the FSW series, have undergone many atmospheric reentry tests. In the s China had commercial
launches, resulting in more launch experiences and a high success rate after the s. China has aimed to
undertake scientific development in fields like Solar System exploration. Remote sensing and communications
satellites were placed into orbit. India is the first in Asia and fourth in the world to perform a successful Mars
mission. All of these have been launched successfully by PSLVs so far, gaining significant expertise in space
technologies. In June , India set a record by launching 20 satellites simultaneously. India broke the world
record by successfully placing satellites almost tripling the Russian record of 37 in Earth Orbit on 15 February
on a single rocket launch PSLV-C The North Korean government claimed the missile was merely launching a
satellite to space, and accused Japan of causing an arms race. On May Prime Minister Shinzo Abe called for a
bold review of the Japanese Constitution to allow the country to take a larger role in global security and foster
a revival of national pride. Then the simpler manned capsule Fuji was proposed but not adopted. Pioneer
projects of single-stage to orbit , reusable launch vehicle horizontal takeoff and landing ASSTS and vertical
takeoff and landing Kankoh-maru were developed but have not been adopted. A more conservative new
JAXA manned spacecraft project is proposed to launch by as part of the Japanese plan to send manned
missions to the Moon.
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3: Space race - India, Japan and China compete to explore the universe
Of the ten countries that have independently successfully launched a satellite into orbit, six are Asian: China, India, Iran,
Israel, Japan and North Korea.. China's first manned spacecraft entered orbit in October , making China the first Asian
nation to send a human into space.

But most of them have their fledgling space programmes. In real terms, the biggest beneficiaries could be
Bhutan and Maldives, which have none. Pakistan is not participating in the project. Prime Mnister Narendra
Modi said the "invaluable gift" is an "appropriate example of our commitment towards South Asia". Here is
how the seven nations place on the space-faring map: India, which is gifting the South Asia communications
satellite , has end-to-end capabilities in space faring. Pakistan, which was invited, declined to be part of South
Asia Satellite. Its space programme is older than ISRO, but very primitive as it lacks heavy duty launchers and
satellite fabrication. It has acquired two communications satellites. Bangladesh has minimal space faring
infrastructure. But by the year-end the nation wants to launch its own Bangabandhu-1 communications
satellite, which is being built by a French company, Thales. Sri Lanka launched its first communications
satellite in Afghanistan, a war torn country, has already acquired a communications satellite called
AfghanSAT. This is an old India-made satellite leased from Europe, which is already in operation. It is yet to
ink the final deal for South Asia Satellite. Nepal felt the need for a communications satellite after the
devastating Kathmandu earthquake in It wants to acquire two full communications satellites. Bhutan has
minimal capabilities in space technology. It will be a big beneficiary of the South Asia Satellite. Maldives has
no space faring capabilities. It is likely to be a big beneficiary - the South Asia Communications Satellite will
connect the tiny islands. The South Asia satellite will lift off at 4. NDTV Beeps - your daily newsletter.
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4: India vs China: How their space programmes are matching up | India News - Times of India
Japan and India share a growing concern about China, including about China's space accomplishments. While these
are impressive achievements, India's space program faces some challenges.

Mayawati India vs China: How their space programmes are matching up Isro confirmed it had lost contact
with with GSAT-6A, a mega communication satellite that was to provide mobile communications to both
civilians and the armed forces. Apr 3, , Despite the stumbling block, the space agency will move forward with
its upcoming launches although a massive quality assurance drive is likely to take place. Meanwhile, China,
too, is going full steam ahead. The country is looking to finally catch up with the United States and Russia
after years of belatedly matching their space milestones. Isro chairman, Dr K Sivan, said efforts are currently
under way to establish contact with the satellite. Scientists said a power system malfunction rendered the
satellite incommunicado. The satellite executed it and the engine fired for 53 minutes and 54 seconds. Soon
after, it communicated back, the signals riding electromagnetic waves and covering a distance of 36,km to
reach the ground station within a fraction of a second. Then, all went blank. We are yet to determine what
exactly went wrong. The first manoeuvre was performed successfully on Thursday. The second orbit-raising
exercise was performed on Saturday. As the Isro ground station was gearing up for the third manoeuvre, the
communication link with the satellite snapped," Dr Sivan elaborated. Orbit-raising means manoeuvring a
satellite in space in stages in order to place it in its final orbit with the help of small thrusters. K Sivan said
Isro was trying to establish contact with the advanced communication satellite. This is not unusual. Sivan said
scientists were even trying to send non-command messages to see if the satellite responded. But the agency
has not seen any success yet. The satellite was also significant for the military for communication purposes in
remote and border areas. The big antenna was meant to enable the satellite to provide mobile communication
across the country through handheld ground terminals. In other satellites, smaller antenna require larger
ground stations. Second failure in seven months Given that this is the second major technical issue faced by
the agency â€” a PSLV heat shield separation failure prevented indigenous backup navigation satellite
IRNSS-1H from reaching the orbit in August â€” in seven months, there is expected to be a renewed emphasis
on processes. The PSLV-C39 took the satellite to orbit but the heat shield tip or the rocket inside which the
satellite is housed did not open. It was scheduled to open 3 minutes and 23 seconds into the flight of the
rocket. The clocks are a critical component in providing accurate locational data. The atomic clocks in
IRNSS-1A stopped due to issues in critical factors like temperature, rubidium bulb that produce light and
electronic power supply. The navsat stuck in the heat shield, now declared space debris, is still roaming in the
near-earth orbit and will ultimately fall on the earth. Lower costs may work in our favour Notwithstanding
these setbacks, India and China are challenging US and Russian dominance in exploration, the commercial
space sector and in the use of space for military purposes. Last February, Isro launched satellites in a single
mission, most of them for foreign customers -- setting a record when it launched these satellites on a single
rocket, only three of which were Indian. With lower costs for launches, India can thus get ahead of
competition from the US and China. Owing to security concerns, China is often a less attractive option for
private companies than India. Lunar mission Chandrayaan-1, costing 3. Mangalyaan which is currently
orbiting Mars is another feather in the cap for Isro, making it only the fourth space agency, after those in the
US, Europe and Russia, to have successfully sent a spacecraft to Mars. In , a Chinese attempt to send a
spacecraft named Yinghou-1 to Mars was aborted because of a technical problem. The Indian space agency
then fast-tracked its Mangalyaan mission readying it in just 15 months. The three atomic clocks of the
IRNSS-1A that were meant to provide precise location data had stopped working two years ago. Currently,
there are seven navsats in the orbit covering India and a region extending 1, km around it that provide
real-time positioning and timing services. Work is also on in full swing for the Chandrayaan-2 mission. All the
required tests are going on. The right time to launch the mission comes only once in a month. Therefore, we
are hoping to launch it at the right time in April. If due to some glitch we are not able to launch in April, then
we will try to launch the mission in October-November. To utilise the full lunar day 14 Earth days for the
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moon exploration, the best time to launch the mission after April will be after October. How it began and
where it is headed While Isro is powering on with its upcoming launches, Beijing is continuing with ambitious
plans for its space programme. The country has come a long way in its race to catch up with the United States
and Russia, which have lost spacecraft, astronauts and cosmonauts over the decades. The mission was
successful with Yang orbiting the Earth 14 times during his hour flight aboard the Shenzhou 5. This space lab
plunged back to Earth on April 1, The lab was also used for medical experiments and, most importantly, tests
intended to prepare for the building of a space station. Astronauts who have visited the station have run
experiments on growing rice and thale cress and docking spacecraft. The outpost will initially be controlled by
artificial intelligence robots until humans are sent to occasionally manage it, the official said. The
experimental space laboratory re-entered around 8: Analysis from the Beijing Aerospace Control Center
showed it had mostly burned up.
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5: Comparison of Asian national space programs - Wikipedia
Do you want to remove all your recent searches? All recent searches will be deleted.

News for free thinkers Email address: Two generations ago, the space race was a Cold War subplot pitting the
United States against the-then Soviet Union over who would be the first to launch a satellite, send a man into
space and walk on the moon. Who is left to reach for the stars? Step forward Japan, India and China, three
Asian nations ready to boldly go where no man has been since Their lander and rover mission â€” which is in
its preliminary stages â€” will bring back surface samples from the planet. Moon missions Japan and India
have each had lunar missions in the past. But for all their worthy-sounding scientific aims, there is also a
political dimension to the joint mission: Lunar rover and sample return. More are planned for the next few
years to return lunar rocks to Earth and become the first probes ever on the dark side of the Moon. There are
also preliminary plans to send a man to the Moon. China in became the third country to put a man in space
with its own rocket after the former Soviet Union and the US. India is emerging as low cost but reliable
launcher of satellites â€” one sixth to one eighth of the cost of other countries. Getty As China has flexed its
economic, political and technological muscles, Japan has made overtures to India to forge a democratic
counterbalance. While NASA has grounded its own rocket and shuttle programmes, it still has ambitious
plans. American businesses are also filling the gap. Elon Musk says his SpaceX aerospace company will send
two paying customers around the Moon this year, using a new version of its Falcon rocket, the Falcon Heavy.
Getty Musk also plans to send a manned mission to Mars in Amazon founder Jeff Bezos is developing a rival
rocket system, Blue Origin. Last year, there were 29 launches into space from US soil, 18 from SpaceX Falcon
9 rockets, compared to 20 from Russia, 19 from China, and nine from Europe. For the scientific community,
however, the motives could be irrelevant. Even if science itself was not the driver, these missions led to a burst
of knowledge and technological advances. For India and Japan, and for that matter, all the other space-faring
nations, shooting for the Moon could reignite the flames of innovation around the Earth.

6: India Space Programme: Latest News, Photos, Videos on India Space Programme - www.enganchecub
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Japanese and Indian Space Programmes: Two Roads into
Space at www.enganchecubano.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

7: List of government space agencies - Wikipedia
The author reviews the main space programmes of Japan and India in turn, concentrating on their origins, the
development of launcher and space facilities, scientific and engineering programmes, and future prospects.

8: Japan reveals plans to put a man on moon by
In an interview with NBR, National Asia Research Associate Saadia Pekkanen examines Japan's evolving program and
places it in the context of other regional space programs. Pekkanen is the Job & Gertrud Tamaki Professor in the Henry
M. Jackson School of Interntational Studies at the University of Washington.

9: The essential guide to safe-space programmes for girls.
Q1: How is India's space program being received by the international community? A1: The transformation of India's
space program is thought to be a sign of an Indian effort to either retain some measure of parity with China on the world
stage or to make its own claim to great power status.
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